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Welcome Back!

Open Project Management



Project Lifecycle



Ubuntu (Linux) Lifecycle
https://ubuntu.com/about/release-cycle

https://ubuntu.com/about/release-cycle


Agile management processes and the rise of software development 
https://logicmag.io/clouds/agile-and-the-long-crisis-of-software/

Origins of “Demo or Die” and Retrospection via Sprint Review
https://openviewpartners.com/blog/the-origin-of-demo-or-die-and-retrospection-via-sprint-review/

https://logicmag.io/clouds/agile-and-the-long-crisis-of-software/
https://openviewpartners.com/blog/the-origin-of-demo-or-die-and-retrospection-via-sprint-review/


My team, after that meeting, they would all put their heads on the table, and they would 
say: “We don’t know if we can do another one of these demos.” 

“You have a choice. You can be just another software development team or you can be 
a great team, and to be great you need this feedback.” 
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My team, after that meeting, they would all put their heads on the table, and they would 
say: “We don’t know if we can do another one of these demos.” 

“You have a choice. You can be just another software development team or you can be 
a great team, and to be great you need this feedback.” 

“Okay. We’ll do one more demo.” So you can see how critical this would be to build a 
really cool product, having that dynamic feedback from people who really understand 
what needs to be built.

How can we do better in the next cycle? That review has come to be called a 
retrospective, where the team goes through, “Okay. What have we done? What did we 
like? What didn’t we like? What are the process improvements that we can make?” So 
the retrospective follows right after what we have come now to call the sprint review or 
the demo of the product.

Demo or Die session 
post-mortem



The Future of Thunderbird - Modernizing an Ancient Application
Alessandro Castellani

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoLb6aHakno

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoLb6aHakno


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Mozilla_Thunderbird

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Mozilla_Thunderbird


The Digital Economy Runs on Open Source. 
Here’s How to Protect It

Harvard Business Review https://hbr.org/2021/09/the-digital-economy-runs-on-open-source-heres-how-to-protect-it

Security and Sustainability issues with long-term open-source development. Companies 
should proactively support FOSS to ensure resources will be there.
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What happens when large corporations acquire an open-source project?

● repackage and sell product (change terms of access).

● conflict with previous contributors’ work, previous licenses.

Moving from small group projects to formal ones?

● software archives hosted on individual accounts (not a permanent solution). 

● outdated versions still in use, underlie other major projects. 

https://hbr.org/2021/09/the-digital-economy-runs-on-open-source-heres-how-to-protect-it


Open-source 
Maturity Model



Open-source Maturity Model



Open-source Maturity Model (con’t)



Open-source Maturity Model (con’t)



A more quantitative way to understand pathways is to create a user path analysis. 

A user path analysis involves evaluating the different paths through your community’s various 
resources most frequented by contributors and participants. 
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A more quantitative way to understand pathways is to create a user path analysis. 

A user path analysis involves evaluating the different paths through your community’s various 
resources most frequented by contributors and participants. 

For example, a common pathway might be from Onboarding Guide to Wiki to Guidance Tree 
to Github Repository. 

You might use this information to optimize this pathway and expect a large audience at every 
step. 

Alternatively, this pathway might be the most common, but is only taken by about 10% of your 
contributors. In such cases, you might look to cultivate alternate pathways. 

User Path Analysis (con’t)
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Path analysis can also help prioritize which community resources need to be maintained 
on a high-frequency basis, and which resources can be maintained less frequently (or 
replaced by different resources).  

User Path Analysis (con’t)



Is path analysis a good use of your time?
https://www.kaushik.net/avinash/path-analysis-a-good-use-of-time/

Can discover the sequence of resources used, but not why a particular path is 
taken.

● some paths are important for specific subgroups of contributors (personas). 

● Are your resources well connected? Can contributors move from onboarding to 
discussions to code repository (Github)?

What are the hurdles to contribution?

● do you need additional resources, or to consolidate the resources currently in 
existence? 

https://www.kaushik.net/avinash/path-analysis-a-good-use-of-time/


6 issues that user path analysis can uncover
https://www.moengage.com/blog/issues-user-path-analysis-can-uncover/

Allows you to identify

● where people abandon onboarding 
process.

● Build a smooth path from 
onboarding to successful 
contribution.

● measure churn and diagnose 
contributor loss.

https://www.moengage.com/blog/issues-user-path-analysis-can-uncover/


User Path Analysis (Google Analytics)
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/9317498?hl=en

Path Analysis in Computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_analysis_(computing)

Additional Resources on Path Analysis

Funnel Analysis (example)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funnel_analysis#/media/File:Funnel-analysis-

example.png

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/9317498?hl=en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_analysis_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funnel_analysis#/media/File:Funnel-analysis-example.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funnel_analysis#/media/File:Funnel-analysis-example.png

